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- DWG and RFA file format

- Architectural module 

- 2D/3D and BIM Manufacturers’ libraries

- Special equipment configurators: shelving systems, 

self-service systems, hoods, cold rooms, drain covers

- Parametric neutral S/S equipment: tables, cupboards, 

drawers, shelves, etc

- Bespoke items: bar counters, tailor-made stoves, worktops

- Areas and Equipment identification

- MEP: Mechanical, electrical, plumbing installation layouts

- 3D exhaust air and intake system

- Print layout tools: 2D and 3D views, elevations, camera 

viewports and technical legend

- Automatic management of Rendering, Materials and Lights

- Automatic synchronization between drawing and quotation

- Prices and power consumptions real time calculation

- Drawing translation in different languages

- Revisions and alternative drawings

- Saving product in personal library

- Manufacturers’ libraries with images, technical and 

commercial information

- Customizable price calculation

- Terms of sale management

- Offer translation in different languages

- Multi-currency 

- Additional costs per entire quotation or by product 

- Costs and gain analysis

- Multi-layout (offer, tender, BOQ)

- Export quotation in different format: PDF, Word, Excel

- Saving product in personal library

- Quotation revisions 

- Order generation from quotation

- Delivery note production

- Invoice generation from quotation

features



- Equipment inventory management

- Breakdown assistance and time-based maintenance 

management

- Technicians’ calendar

- Activity reports

- Breakdown analysis

- Warehouse management

- Spare parts management

- Maintenance quotations and contracts

- Equipment maintenance sheets

- Technical and commercial data management

- Sub-descriptions technology

- Product/Accessories association

- Product/Components association

- Public prices management

- Creation of pricelists and technical sheets

with customized layout

- Library quality analysis

- Export data for different purposes

- Possible link with ERP systems

features



To learn more feel free to 
contact

STUART CAMPBELL CFSP

Vise President Sales, Europe & Asia

s.campbell@specifiglobal.com

Mob. +44 074 83 245140

Tel.    +44 2476 880841

specifiglobal.com


